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Aluminium Mirror

Our aluminium mirror line has the most advanced technology in China. It is horizontal 
production line with a length of 208 meters. It is computer controlled and has a high 
stability on quality. Aluminium mirror are widely used as wall mirror, bathroom mirror, 
furniture mirror, decoration mirror, etc

Back paint: Single or double coat as customer required
Back paint color: Grey, Green, Red, White
Size:2-8mm max size is 2440*3660mm (96*144 in)

Aluminium mirror factory
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Silver Mirror

Our Silver mirror line is also a horizotal production line with  length of 168 meters. Silver 
mirror is a produced by coating a silver film, a copper film and two layers of waterproof 
back paint. It has clearer image.

Back paint: Double coated

Back paint color: Grey, Green, Red, White

Mirror Color: (Tined Glass + Silver film) Clear, Extra Clear, Bronze, Euro Bonze, Euro Grey, 
Dark Gery, Blue, Green, Golden, Bright yellow, Light yellow, Purple, Pink, Red wine.

Parameters: thickness 2-10mm, maximum size is 2440*3660mm (96*144 in)

Silver mirror factory
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Packing & Loading 

Glass Is My Passion
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Tinted Mirror is manufactured by coating mirror film on tinted glass.
Thickness:4mm,  4.6mm, 5mm, 6mm
Color: euro grey, euro bronze, dark blue, blue grey, golden bronze.

Tinted Mirror

Euro bronze Alu 
mirror  

Euro grey silver 
mirror  

Blue grey Alu mirror  Gloden bronze Alu 
mirror  

silver mirror  Alu mirror  
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Color Mirror is manufactured by coating tinted mirror film on clear float glass.
Thickness:1mm, 1.1mm, 1.3mm, 1.7mm, 1.8mm, 2mm, 3mm, 4mm, 5mm, 6mm
Size:914X610mm1830X2440mm,1605X2200mm,1605X2250mm,2440X3660mm
Color: Gloden, Bronze, Dark Green, Euro Grey, Dark Grey, Dark Blue, Ocean blue, Pink...

Color Mirror

Pink alu mirror  Colourful mirror  

Purple mirror  Rich yellow mirror 
oxidation resistance 

Red wine mirror  Crystal yellow mirror
oxidation resistance  

D a r k  b l u e  s i l v e r 
mirror  

Dark bronze silver 
mirror  
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Color Mirror

Abstract colored surfaces have been added to transform the mirror from its original function
as a "medium" of images into a decorative element that can also be used built or just 
enhance our environments.

The range of application is almost unlimited: interior finishes, panelling for ceilings, walls 
and columns for a wide range of interiors, inserts for antique and modern furniture, plus 
composite panels and tiles.

Decoration &
              Furniture
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Temperable Mirror

Using an innovative new coating technology without back painted,temperable mirror has 
been widely used because it is environmental friendly,processable and weather-resistant.
Opticas parameters:

Glass surface Y=87.68 L=95.20 T=4%

  Toughened Glass Y=81.00 L=92.20 T=4%

Size:2440mmX3660mm            Thickness:4mm-12mm
Applications:constructions and home decoration etc.
Processing type:Edge grinding,grilling,hot bending,tempering,laminated,insulated

                  Front            Back painted                   Front            Back painted

Temperable &Tempered mirror with back painted
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Coper-free Mirror

Copper-free silver mirror, also called Eco silver miror, eco-friendly silver mirror, ecological 
mirror, copper free and lead free mirror, coppr free mirror, environmental-friendly mirror,It's 
a advanced version of silver mirror.

Yushuo Glass Co.,Ltd, use non-copper film process and two layers of water proof paint. It 
prevents heavy metal contamination with copper and lead by using non-lead materials. 

Copper free silver mirror can be used more years, because the copper content in silver 
mirror will accelerate the mirror to be eroded.
 
Features:  
1)Clear and exact images.
2)No distortion
3)The backing paint resists acid and moisture.
4)Can be used for more than 20 years indoor use
5) Friendly to environmetal, will not cause heavy-metal pollutions.

Applications:
- Indoor use only. 
1)Decoration and furniture.
2)Bathroom mirrors. 
3)Rearview mirror for automobile.
4)Material mirror for safety mirror and shaped mirror and beveled mirror.
5)Fitness/Gym Mirror
6)Other places that requiring for silver mirror.
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Antioxidant Mirror

antioxidant mirror comprise a glass mirror layer. The antioxidant glass mirror is 
characterized in that the peripheral edge and a rear painted surface of the glass mirror 
layer are provided with antioxidant film through spray finishing and curing. The antioxidant 
glass mirror is simple in structure and is easy to manufacture. The antioxidant film is 
capable of fencing out water molecules in air, preventing oxidation, and improving product 
quality.
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Safety mirror is made by pasting a layer of plastic thin film on the back side of mirror with 
sticking film machine, so that when the mirror breaks, fragment will stick onto the film 
instead of spotting out to hurt people. Because of the safety property, it’s widely used in 
public area, ramp gate and interior decration etc

Safty Mirror
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Beveled edge Mirror

Standard edgework options
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Beveled edge Mirror
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Make up Mirror

Thickness:3mm, 5mm    Size:400X600,500X700,600X800



Answer to the customers's confused question.
  
1. What is your minimum order quantity?
Our MOQ is one 20 feet container (25Tons).
Products of different sizes and specifications could be mixed in one container.
2. How can I get samples to check your quantity?
We can offer samples for free.
3. Can you do the production as customized?
Yes, we have a professional technique team, we could produce the glass depends on your requirements.
 
Advantage Of Our Factory
1. 10 years manufacture and export experience on glass and mirror
2. .Sell to 80 countries and areas
3. Large stock and quick delivery 
4.100% quality checking before shipment 
5. Safety wood crate packing 
6. Full insurance for shipment
7. Refund and replacement for production faulty 

packing and loading



+86 632 5150311

info@yushuoglass.com

www.yushuoglass.com

Modern Glass Industrial Base,

Tengzhou,Shandong,China


